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The Pivotal State
Pennsylvania’s 2022 elections are some of the most important in the country. Republicans and Democrats are fighting for the U.S.
Senate majority, control of the nation’s fifth-largest state, and influence over the electoral conditions for a key
presidential battleground in 2024.
This CMC-Rose Institute Poll presents pre-election preferences in Pennsylvania’s U.S. Senate and gubernatorial races, as well as related topics. It is based on interviews with a representative sample of 850 Pennsylvania likely voters, conducted online by YouGov
between October 11-26, 2022. Nearly all interviews were completed before the highly publicized Fetterman-Oz Senate debate
on October 25, 2022. Our results, including additional responses about the candidates, provide information to help assess how the
debate will influence the race. Reported results use survey weights created by YouGov and have a margin of error of ±4.

U.S. Senator: Fetterman vs. Oz
As with most pre-debate surveys, our poll shows Democrat John
Fetterman leading the Republican candidate, Dr. Mehmet Oz, in the
Senate race. Our poll has Fetterman ahead 48.1-42.4%, with 9.4%
declining to select either candidate.
The results contain clues for potential post-debate changes in the race.
Before the debate, 93% of Democratic-identifying or leaning voters
supported Fetterman (with 5% of Democrats undecided), whereas only
82% of Republican-identifying or leaning voters selected Oz. Among
Republicans, 11% were undecided or supported neither candidate,
with the remainder intending to cross over to Fetterman. The debate
performances, news coverage, or other campaign events may encourage
straying Republican voters to return to their party’s candidate.

PA Senate election 2022: pre-debate results
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Source: CMC-Rose Institute Poll, Oct. 11-26 2022. Online interviews: 850
PA registered and likely voters. Implemented by YouGov, weighted, with
margin of error of 4.0.

PA Governor election 2022

PA Governor: Democrat Shapiro leads Republican Mastriano
Meanwhile, consistent with nearly all other publicly available polling
in Pennsylvania, our poll shows Democratic Attorney General Josh
Shapiro leading Republican State Senator Doug Mastriano in the race for
governor. In our poll, Shapiro is ahead 53.1-38.1%, with 8.7% selecting
neither candidate.
Mastriano is trailing because he is the preferred candidate of only 76%
of Republican- identifying or leaning voters. By contrast, Shapiro is the
preferred choice of 97% of Democratic-identifying or leaning voters, and
leads among true (not leaning to either party) independents, as well.

Candidate preferences among registered and likely PA voters (%)
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Source: CMC-Rose Institute Poll, Oct. 11-26 2022. Online interviews: 850
PA registered and likely voters. Implemented by YouGov, weighted, with
margin of error of 4.0.
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Explaining Senate Preferences
In a time of polarization, it should come as no surprise that four-in-five respondents to our Pennsylvania survey plan to vote
consistently along party lines—that is, either for Democrats Shapiro and Fetterman or for Republicans Mastriano and Oz.
Yet, because Pennsylvania is closely divided between the two parties, attitudes about the candidates’ personal qualities can mean
the difference between victory and defeat. To learn more about these attitudes, we asked respondents to agree or disagree with
four statements regarding the candidates, presented in a random order to avoid systematic influences of one statement on the
responses of the others.

• Fetterman bested Oz on a major campaign theme: ability to relate. In response to the statement, “Fetterman
understands regular Pennsylvanians better than Dr. Oz,” 49% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed and only
38% disagreed or strongly disagreed.
• Fetterman fared less well on the topic of his performance as Lieutenant Governor, serving with Gov. Tom Wolf. In
response to the statement, “Fetterman and Wolf have done a good job in office,” only 44% agreed or strongly agreed,
while 43% disagreed or strongly disagreed.
• Fetterman outperformed Oz on the critical topic of competency to serve in the Senate. Despite Fetterman’s stroke, only
41% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that Oz would make a more competent senator. A greater percentage
(47%) of voters disagreed, with more than one-third strongly disagreeing with the statement that Oz would be more
competent.
• Despite his endorsement from former President Trump, only 36% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
Oz would do a better job than Fetterman taking on “economic and intellectual elites.” Conversely, 44% disagreed or
strongly disagreed, again giving an advantage to Fetterman.
The responses provide three important takeaways. First: core partisans consistently agree with positive statements about their
candidate and disagree with positive statements about the opponent. Second: Fetterman did better than Oz on “populist” themes—
that is, identifying with ordinary Pennsylvanians and taking on economic and intellectual elites. Third: at least before the debate,
respondents did not express unusually deep concern about Fetterman’s competence.

Perceptions of Fetterman and Oz among Pennsylvania likely voters
Responses favoring Fetterman

No Preference

Fetterman understands
regular Pennsylvanians better
than Dr. Oz.

STRONGLY AGREE
34

Fetterman and Wolf have
done a good job in office.

STRONGLY AGREE
19

Dr. Oz would be a more
competent Senator than
Fetterman.

STRONGLY AGREE
27

Dr. Oz will do more to take
on economic and intellectual
elites than Fetterman.

STRONGLY AGREE
18

Responses favoring Oz

AGREE
15

NEITHER
12

AGREE
25

NEITHER
14

AGREE
14

AGREE
18

NEITHER
12

NEITHER
20

DISAGREE
12

DISAGREE
12

DISAGREE
11

DISAGREE
13

STRONGLY DISAGREE
26

STRONGLY DISAGREE
31

STRONGLY DISAGREE
36

STRONGLY DISAGREE
31

Source: CMC-Rose Institute Poll, Oct. 11-26 2022. Four-question evaluation of Fetterman and Oz, Pennsylvania likely voters. All 850 respondents got all four questions in a random order; the table
displays the weighted row percentages. Survey margin of error is 4.0.
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Democracy at Stake
Many voters believe that the very fate of the nation’s system of government is at stake in this year’s midterm elections.
To examine these beliefs, we asked voters in Pennsylvania: “Which of the following political figures represents a threat to
American democracy?”
As with the poll’s other questions, partisanship emerged as a major factor: Democrats overwhelmingly selected Republicans
Trump, Mastriano, and Oz as threats while Republicans selected Democrats Biden and Fetterman. Interestingly, 56% of Republican
respondents selected Republican Representative Liz Cheney (R-WY), a Trump critic, as a threat to democracy. Overall, Republicans
were least likely to select Josh Shapiro among the Democrats on the list. In fact, Republican respondents viewed Shapiro as less of a
threat than Liz Cheney. Meanwhile, Cheney was the Republican who drew the least concern among Democrats.
In a negatively polarized environment where 87% of Democrats view Donald Trump—still the top-polling Republican candidate—
as a threat to democracy and 80% of Republicans similarly view Joe Biden, many voters clearly believe the other party is
unacceptable. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to convince voters to consider voting across party lines and campaigns can
make only a limited difference. If Fetterman wins the Pennsylvania Senate race despite his poor debate performance, he likely can
thank this feature of contemporary American politics.

Political figures perceived as a “threat to American democracy”
Perceptions among registered and likely PA voters (%)

Democrats (%)

Republicans (%)

Independents (%)

Donald Trump

87

14

55

Doug Mastriano

77

11

54

Mehmet Oz

68

12

40

Liz Cheney

6

56

31

Joe Biden

8

80

40

John Fetterman

6

72

40

53

29

5

Tom Wolf

Josh Shapiro

3

46

17

None

3

7

6

Source: CMC-Rose Institute Poll, Oct. 11-26 2022. Perceived as a “threat to American democracy,” Oct. 11-26, 2022. All 850 respondents could choose as many of the alternatives as they felt
appropriate; the table lists the weighted percentages within party identification categories and is sorted by the total perception of democratic threat. Survey margin of errors is 4.0.
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Looking Ahead
The CMC-Rose Institute Poll’s Pennsylvania results are largely consistent with other polls conducted at the same time.
The New York Times/Siena poll from Oct. 24-26 had Fetterman at 49% and Oz at 44%.[1] The public YouGov/CBS News poll from
Oct. 21-24 was a bit closer, with Fetterman at 51% and Oz at 49%.[2] The handful of post-debate polls currently available have
tended to give Oz the advantage in the race. Less than one week remains before the election, but in a dramatic and dynamic
contest, the ground may shift again.

These results are part of a larger survey project conducted by the CMC-Rose Institute Poll during the 2022
election cycle. More results can be found at www.roseinstitute.org.

Founded in 1973 at Claremont McKenna College, the Rose Institute is one of the nation’s leading academic
centers focused on the study of state and local government. For more information, visit www.roseinstitute.org.
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[1] “The Upshot: Topline Results from Oct. 2022 Times/Siena Polls in Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, and Pennsylvania,” New York Times, October 31, 2022.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/10/31/upshot/senate-polls-az-ga-nv-pa-toplines.html.
[2] Available at “CBS News Battleground Tracker -- October 21-24, 2022: Registered Voters in Pennsylvania.” https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fCNZr6SLDBI3MNBpQL0p-5yDoCYLjs-0/view.

